


 What is Content Marketing? 

“Content marketing is a 
strategic marketing approach focused on 
creating and distributing valuable, relevant, 
and consistent content to attract and retain 
a clearly-defined audience — and, ultimately, 
to drive profitable customer action”  
  
- Content Marketing Institute  
	



Focus on Quality over Quantity!  



Let you Edu-Tain Me  



FUTURE TRENDS HAPPENING NOW 

•  Video continues to evolve 
•  Unique “Rich” content becomes 

vital 
•  The Story format is here to stay 
•  Dark Social continues to grow 

embrace WhatsApp 
•  Social Advertising becomes 

more powerful 
•  “Private” Social Networks thrive 
•  The Age of Advocacy arrives 
•  Automation gets serious 



1. Who is your audience? 



   BENEFITS OF PERSONAS 

!

Salesforce Pardot created real life sized 
buyer personas and placed them 
throughout their marketing office. This 
allowed them to understand their ideal 
buyers. The personas had nametags, 
company profiles, post-it notes covered in 
buyer pain points, geography information, 
and more.  
 
Their goal was to place these buyer 
personas where our marketing and sales 
teams would see them and reminder them 
who they are selling to, and how they can 
help prospective customers overcome the 
obstacles they face on a daily basis. 



SOCIALBAKERS PERSONA TOOL 

https://www.socialbakers.com/free-social-tools/create-your-persona/form	
	





2. Ignite your Blog Posts 



CONTENT IDEAS 

•  Top 10 type posts 
•  Link round ups 
•  Reviews 
•  Interviews 
•  Crowd Sourcing posts 
•  How to posts 
•  Case Studies 
•  Hot News Topics 
•  Round ups of your posts 



FORMATTING YOUR BLOG POSTS 

Title - On average, 8 out of 10 people will read headline copy, but only 2 out of 10 
will read the rest 
 
First paragraph -  
Does it hold the reader’s attention? Does it explain what the content is about? 
Does it communicate the “what it’s in it for me” for the reader? 
 
Images – Break up the text and entice the reader in. Also important when 
sharing on Social Media platforms.  
 
Sub-headings – make it easy for a reader to scan your content. 
 
Paragraph length and numbering – Shorter paragraphs and bullet points and 
numbering work well in blogs. 

 



3. Video, Video, Video 



“Portrait” Power 

Image credit: Form Meets Function 



CREATE SHORT ADVITORIAL VIDEOS 



	

	
	

	



SOUND OFF – NO PROBLEM 

Rev.com 



Even LinkedIn has gone “Live” 

•  Ecamm.com – Mac 
•  Open Broadcast Software  
•  BeLive.TV 
•  Zoom.us 



4. Ignite Content with Ads 



AMPLIFY YOUR CONTENT WITH ADS 



AMPLIFY YOUR CONTENT WITH ADS 



5. Add CTAs  and  
Ask for the Sale 



IS YOUR 
CONTENT 
USEFUL? 

Make	it	easy	for	
users	to	accomplish	
their	goals.	
	
•  Is	your	Content	Digestible	&	Snackable	

–	use	smaller	Chunks	
•  Is	there	a	Clear	Call	to	Action	
•  Is	there	an	obvious	way	to	Buy	,	Read	or	

Click	through	or	Message	–	use	buttons	



3 KEY ELEMENTS OF AN ENGAGING  
SOCIAL MEDIA POST     

Sharp copy - 
Keep your 
writing 
simple, clear, 
and to the 
point.  

	

	

Call to Action 
- Ask yourself 
what you 
want 
someone to 
do when they 
see your post.   

	

	

Standout visual 
- make sure 
your visual is 
eye-catching. 
Limit text & 
avoid stock 
images.   

	

	



6. Make your  
customers/clients the star  

of your content 



CASE STUDIES 









7. Measure-  UTMs  
 

What is really working? 



GET UTM SAVVY 

Pay attention to where your traffic is 
coming from and what is converting. 
 
https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/  



Finally, get intimate  
with Whatsapp 



WHATSAPP ON DESKTOP 
Download the 
desktop app and 
sync all of your chats 
to your computer and 
chat on whatever 
device is most 
convenient for you. 



•  BUSINESS PROFILE - Create a business 
profile with helpful information like 
address, business description, email 
address, and website. 

•  LABELS – You can organise your 
contacts or chats with labels, so you can 
easily find them again. 

•  QUICK REPLIES - Quick Replies let you 
save and reuse messages you frequently 
send so you can easily answer common 
questions. 

•  AUTOMATED MESSAGES - Set up an 
away message when you are unable to 
answer or a greeting message to 
introduce your clients to your 
organisation.  

	

WHATSAPP BUSINESS APP 



	

WHATSAPP ADS 



WHAT ARE YOUR CONTENT TAKEAWAYS? 



THANK 



CONTACT ME 

  087 2039855 
    

twitter.com/gregfrysocial 
    

ie.linkedin.com/in/gregfry 
      
greg@contentplan.co 


